Zebra: Enabling Vaccine Transportation

Zebra solutions deliver complete, end-to-end, track and trace for efficient cold chain delivery

**Compliance for vaccine manufacturers**
When it's important to demonstrate regulatory compliance, meet cold chain requirements, safeguard against supply chain issues and 'beat the counterfeiters'

Zebra barcode printers provide:
- Accurate, easy-scan barcodes for end-to-end traceability
- Certified Supplies for problem-free, high volume production throughput
- Temperature sensitive inks that visually indicate if there is variation outside a specific temperature range

**Cold chain integrity**
Because it's vital to have rapid, accurate monitoring, tracking and tracing, right through to the "final mile"

Zebra barcode printers, scanners and temperature sensors deliver:
- Rapid, cold condition scanning for immediate consignment identification
- Accurate reading of dense and difficult barcodes first time, every time
- 4G functionality and temperature logging at -70°C (and lower)

**Accuracy at the point of vaccination**
When you need to prioritise patients and target vaccinations; record and crossmatch patient and vaccine data; and deliver dual dosages

Zebra mobile devices help maintain safety and accuracy with:
- Clear, consistent, reliable identification of vaccines and patients
- National ID or fingerprint ID capture; photographic capability; 4G efficiency
- Disinfectant-Ready and Chemical-Resistant Plastics

**Why Zebra?**
- Complete solution from one supplier: easier to manage & control
- Specialist cold chain, healthcare & logistics expertise
- Existing, proven products, software & support services
- Ability to respond immediately
- Trusted by major healthcare organisations

Because accuracy and efficiency at every stage of the cold chain matters
Your complete solution for cold chain vaccine distribution

Barcode Printers

**Industrial printers:** designed to produce high volumes of labels at high speeds, under the most punishing of conditions

**Desktop printers:** compact, easy to operate and with the reliable durability required for low- to mid-volume printing

**Mobile printers:** handheld printers increase efficiency and accuracy by enabling portable printing of barcode labels at the point of application

2D Barcode Scanners

Accurately read complex and dense barcodes, first time every time

Hand-held, fixed-mount, corded or cordless rugged, healthcare: there’s a model to suit all stages of the supply chain

Disinfectant-Ready and Chemical-Resistant Plastics

Zebra Certified Supplies

Label materials designed for print and apply on high speed production lines

Save time and cost using the right supplies for the job

Available for all Zebra printer types throughout the supply chain

Mobile Devices

Disinfectant-resistant 4G devices*

End-to-end track and trace via barcode reading

National ID or fingerprint ID capture; photographic functionality

Electronic Temperature Sensors

Accurate logistics and transport monitoring

-200°C to +200°C operating range, with probe

+/- 0.3°C accuracy

With Zebra, you can be sure you’re getting the right solution

Find out more at Zebra.com

*Check product specification for applicability